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I also find the argument of the displaced boulders in the Bahamas to be less than con-
vincing evidence of “mega-storms” during the Eemian period. Recent developments
in high performance computing are enabling multi-decadal simulations of tropical cy-
clone permitting global atmospheric models. While there are substantial differences
in the response of tropical cyclones to warmer ocean surface temperatures, all of the
current ∼25km models do indeed simulate more intense tropical storms. In our recent
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study, Wehner et al. 2015, we found that Emanuel’s maximum potential intensity in-
dex (MPI) performed well in predicting the change in the very highest hurricane winds
from our 25km model (see figure 9 and table 2 of our paper). Our model is able to
simulate Category 5 storms (on the Saffir-Simpson scale), although the very strongest
simulated winds are slightly less than observed (Wehner et al. 2014). In a 2K warmer
world (Wehner et al. 2015), both Emanuel’s MPI and the model’s highest wind speeds
increase by 5-10%. Given such an increase in maximum wind speed, it is unclear if
wave heights would increase enough to move these boulders the distance claimed.
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Fig. 1. Figure 9 of Wehner et al. 2015. See the lower left panel for the change in Emanuel’s
maximum potential intensity in a 2K/2xCO2 warmer world (m/s)
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